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Delicious dishes from all over the world in this delicious free time management game! From a Chinese restaurant to a bakery, fast food restaurant and pizzeria, take the reins of 20 restaurants and show off your culinary skills! More than a hundred ingredients are available to impress the tastes of the best
gourmets on the planet. Yes, and you were told that this game was just deliciously exciting? So don't wait any longer: put on your apron, launch yourself into the world of gastronomy, and post all your culinary masterpieces on Facebook! More than 400 dishes for cooking from 150 ingredients and 20
unique places - more than 400 levels and hundreds of improvements for your kitchens and restaurant tips: You should use 1.1.1.1 VPNs (WARP) when playing games to avoid connection errors, crashes without showing menus... Etc. H Title: Cooking Fever Hack Mod Version: 4.0.0 Root Needed: NO
Internet Required: YES Size: 90.49 MB Category: Entertainment Games CHPlay URL: Cooking Fever - Apps on Google Play Price: Free Cooking Fever Mods Feature: Unlimited Coins Unlimited Gems ??? Preview mod... Hoabanfastfood Thread March 5, 2019 Answers: 2 Forum: Waiting for Update D
Title: Cooking Fever Hack Mod Version: 2.9.0 Root Needed: NO Internet Required: YES Size: 77.99 MB CHPlay URL: Price: Free Cooking Fever Fashions Feature: Unlimited Coins/Gems ??? Preview Mod: Cooking Fever (MOD... Cooking fever mod apk download cooking fever mod apk download hack
cooking mod apk all unlocked cooking fever mod APK old version of cooking fever mod APK for PC cooking fever APK mod cooking APK download fever APK mod hack cooking fever APK old version of Cooking game is often considered and played for my daughter so many people also love this game.
Nowadays, when smartphone games are becoming popular, everything is personalized. You can play cooking games freely without affecting anyone, so games like Cooking Fever are loaded by many people on your device. It has reached more than 100 million downloads. Download now on Google Play
and excellent reviews. Players can be of all ages from children to the elderly who can enjoy it. In addition, Cooking Fever is designed to be like a family game. In this way, parents can join their children to enjoy the game and strengthen their family's feelings. Cooking Fever is a popular game, so even now
it continues to be regularly updated. Many new features have been added to attract players and provide revenue. He has only recently updated a new restaurant called Vegan Peak! Here players can find fresh organic Power. This is the last restaurant owned by the Alpine Resort service chain. You can
also enjoy the many other services served there. Nutritious bulgarian peppers, corn cobs and grilled eggplant along with premium salads will certainly make their guests very very very Satisfied. Dishes are always served and quickly go out in the style of serving European standards. Graphics While a viral
game, Cooking Fever is developed in 2D format. However, this is a good move for the manufacturer when this type of format is used by most games of the same genre, giving players a sense of familiarity. And it's a friendly match with a lot of different players. The unique thing here is that although
character and landscape are usually designed, the food is very carefully cared for. Draw ingredients with an unusually fresh and always image design. As long as the process of processing and perfection does not become a dish, everything you see in front of you is very attractive. You can also say that
every meal is designed with images based on the world's culinary masterpieces, whether it's just a fried fish dish or a hamburger. Gameplay In the game, play the role of a talented chef and have to fulfill his mission in 27 unique locations, from desserts and fast food to marine cuisine and oriental
restaurant. Each place will be decorated in a separate theme and serve dishes on the subject. Customers will come to your order regularly. Then you get some money and experience based on the complexity of the food you serve. In addition to regular quests, the game will offer quests so that players can
compete and receive valuable rewards. These items can help your gameplay later. However, players must still perform their duties well, but must serve more than 1,300 dishes to cook using 350 ingredients. It sounds like a lot, but if you're a true fan, he'll certainly be familiar with them. Now you're ready to
download Cooking Fever for free. Here are some notes: Please check out our guide to installation. To test the processor and GPU Android device, please use the CPU-I app Cooking Fever - where we have to show the skill of our chefs now. Get ready for the best dishes in the world and the best! We
expect eight unique locations, from simple fast food restaurants to high-end restaurants. With all we need to do not one, but cooking and interior design. Hundreds of different ingredients and equipment to help satisfy our demanding visitor tastes. They share your unique recipes with your friends.
Supported Android (4.1 and up) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4), Jelly Bean (4.1 - 4.3.1), KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4), Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1), Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1), Oreo (8.0-8.1) (8.0-8.1) cooking fever game hack mod apk download
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